Software Engineer Medior
UNIQUE INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES
What can I solve for your company?
1. I can take the lead in a team to supervise colleagues to
achieve the targets.
2. I am able to build applications + websites with my Java,
P ython and JS skills and I’m flexible to learn new ones.
3. I am responsible for the development, the execution and
the maintenance of a Software project.
4. I am able to translate client needs to concrete Software
solutions following a systematic and disciplined approach.

Why you should hire me?

1. I’m an energic team player who uses leadership skills to
Netherlands Italy
discover how to utilize the skills of others in the best way.
England
2. I’m able to work independently but I prefer to c ollaborate
and motivate to achieve better results for the team.
3. I have great problem-solving skills and I accept mistakes so SOFTWARE SKILLS
that I can learn from them to become better.
4. I’m eager to learn new things by experiencing situations.
JAVA
What companies need to consider to hire me?
Python,HTML&CSS,Javasript
- If you search an open and social Software Engineer.
MySQL & PostgreSQL
- If you need an employee who is accurate and thinks and
Linux & Bash/Shell
analyses situations instead of doing things based on a feeling
Android
- If an extrovert person with a result-oriented way of
c ommunication is an additional value in the team.
- The best results come when I perceive the situation before LANGUAGES
I start thinking about a plan and solution.
ITALIAN

ENGLISH
DUTCH

EDUCATION
University
Bachelor Informatics
Master Computer Science
Ph.D Computer Science
ABILITIES
Analytical skills
Communication skills
Critical-thinking
Problem solving skills

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

Hobbies [Reading, Cycling, Computers, Cooking]

5.5
5.5

Unique personality traits [Team

5.5
5.5

Extra information [Best paper award, article

player/hard worker]

de-centralised macro-programming for
wireless sensor and actuator networks]

